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ABSTRACT  

Whatever your strategic storage objectives are, enterprise-wide storage duplication, waste removal and 
archiving is a challenge most organizations do not have the time or resources to properly address. 

This is because, ultimately, organizations must get a grip on the many millions of files that are being 
created by their staff and then stored and shared in all sorts of places – ranging from local hard drives and 
file servers to mailboxes and email archive (e.g. PST) files. 

As a result of this very large and dynamic use of storage, when organizations try to take control it 
becomes increasingly difficult to get a grip on what’s happening at a file level.  Typically organizations can 
only manage storage at a much less granular level – for example by managing volumes or mailboxes. 

However, storage management at this high level fails to reveal any data that can be used to remove 
storage duplication and waste and identify appropriate archiving approaches – never mind measure the 
success of any approaches adopted. 

This best practice guide examines various approaches to tuning storage data collection –approaches that 
allow you to rapidly collect sufficient detail to carry out even the most in-depth search and analysis quickly 
and easily using SPACEWatch Storage Suite.  

 

This best practice guide applies to  

• SPACEWatch Enterprise Edition 

• SPACEWatch for Domino 

• SPACEWatch for Exchange. 
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An introduction to SPACEWatch data collection 
Before you can search and analyze your storage with SPACEWatch Storage Suite you 
need to collect data about your network by scanning it.  This data is stored in one or more 
databases.  On subsequent scans only the changes are saved. 

This technique has a number of benefits: 

Scale to fit your organization 

Whatever your storage infrastructure; however it is distributed locally or remotely (even 
on disconnected sites); you can construct a data collection regime that fits your 
organization. 

Scan once, use many times 

At any time you can re-use your scanned data to instantly carry out search, analysis and 
reporting – without the need to re-scan your network.  This means that however large or 
distributed your network you still get instant access to detailed storage data. 

Minimize system load 

Because you scan your network once and then use your scanned data for storage 
management, you do not continually place load on your servers and storage.  Even the 
most complex analyses are carried out with no additional load being placed on the source 
servers or storage – in fact SPACEWatch users don’t even need access to them! 

Maximize analysis sophistication 

Whether your storage is distributed across multiple sites – or includes TB of data – you 
can carry out powerful analysis, trends and report generation, often interactively.   

Multi-user 

And many users can carry out their own search, analysis and reporting from their own 
SPACEWatch installations without the need to collect their own data – re-using the 
SPACEWatch space database again and again. 

Automated 

Because SPACEWatch and the space database is multi-user in operation, this also 
means you can create automated tasks for data collection, reporting, file migration etc. 
from one or more locations – whilst still maintaining interactive access from your own 
local SPACEWatch installation. 

How is data collected? 
There are two key ways you can configure SPACEWatch to collect data and store it in a 
shared space database: 

• On-line collection 

• Off-line collection. 

On-line collection results in your SQL space database being directly updated with the 
latest storage data.  Off-line collection allows you to carry out update from a remote or 
disconnected site. 

On-line data collection 

On-line data collection allows one or more SPACEWatch collection tasks to scan areas of 
storage and update a SQL space database.  You can continue using the SQL space 
database as normal whilst these updates are taking place. 
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You can run a number of tasks in parallel – either on similar areas of storage, or different 
servers for example. 

To allow complete flexibility in how you construct your collection tasks, each task stores 
scanned data in a local cache and then merges this data into the SQL database.  You 
can store space data in MySQL v5 or later databases or Microsoft SQL Server 2000 or 
later databases. 

You can also choose the place to store your cache data as shown in the table below: 

 

 Space database format: 

Cache format: Local data file MySQL SQL Server 

Local data file �
1,2
 �

2
 �

2
 

MySQL � � � 

SQL Server � � � 

Supported data collection combinations 

1 No caching used 
2 Default configuration 

 

By default scanned data will be cached in a local data file – that is, one using 
SPACEWatch’s internal database format.  This is fine in most cases but sometimes you 
may wish to use a SQL database for storing this temporary data.  This is discussed below 
when we consider tuning of data collection. 

You can change the cache format by choose “SQL db for temporary data” from your 
advanced data collection options. 

A note on merging data 

If you collect space data and want to transfer this data to another format later – e.g. 
another SQL database or from a local data file to a SQL database – then you can do this 
in just about any combination

1
. 

For example you can merge data from a MySQL database into a SQL Server database, 
or a local data file into a MySQL database.  You cannot merge data from a SQL database 
back in to a local data file, however. 

Off-line data collection 

Off-line data collection allows you to collect data remotely e.g. from sites at the end of low 
bandwidth links, or disconnected sites, and merge this data into your central SQL space 
database. 

Off-line data collection is achieved by storing scanned data in a local data file (using 
SPACEWatch’s internal database format); transferring this local data file to your central 
location; and then merging this data file into your SQL space database. 

                                                   

1
 Merge from one SQL database to another is available from v5.7.71 of SPACEWatch Storage Suite. 
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Tuning tips for data collection 
There is great flexibility in how you can optimize data collection from your infrastructure to 
use with SPACEWatch Storage Suite.  Because each infrastructure is different, it is not 
possible to predict in advanced the exact approach that will suite your organization. 

However, there some general guidelines that you may wish to consider whilst planning 
your SPACEWatch Storage Suite deployment. 

In general you should be able to completely automated update of your SQL space 
database(s) in such a ways that all you need do on a day-to-day basis is run up 
SPACEWatch, connect you’re your SQL space database, and get working with your data 
– space data maintenance should be completely transparent. 

Below we summarize some top tips, and then apply these to two typical scenarios. 

Space Collection Top Tips 
 

1. You can automate space collection tasks - so once you have identified how you want 
to break them down, use the SPACEWatch Task Manager to create the schedules 
you want. 

2. It is better to carry out a number of smaller scans rather than one large one - that way 
you have much more control. 

3. You do not have to use one SQL database for all your storage data - depending on 
how users access the space database or how you generate reports, you could split 
your data across multiple databases and/or database servers. 

4. It is better to install SPACEWatch as close to your servers as possible - or even 
consider running a collection task on a server. 

5. Space collection can optionally be carried out multi-threaded.  However there is a 
trade off between the capacity of the machine running a SPACEWatch collection 
task, the load you place on your network, and the speed of collection.  Experiment 
with small scans to find the optimum approach for your network. 

6. Advanced space collection options such as Checksums or Byte-wise comparison can 
dramatically slow down data gathering as they require SPACEWatch to access the 
actual data of each file - don't use them unless you have to. 

Scenario 1 - Small/Distributed data collection 

Recommended approach: 

∗ Use SPACEWatch local caching 

∗ Use multiple collection tasks 

In this scenario you may have servers and storage spread across multiple locations - 
some may even be disconnected or at the end of slow data links.  You should configure 
multiple smaller collection tasks and either directly merge this data into the shared space 
database, or alternatively store data to a local SPACEWatch data file.   

If you create a local data file you can then move this to a central location and merge it into 
the SQL space database at your leisure. 
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SPACEWatch data collection configurations 

 

If you have a Windows server at a remote location you could run the SPACEWatch 
collection task directly on that server - or alternatively from a nearby PC or server.  One 
collection task can scan one or more local or remote servers. 

Scenario 2 - Large/Centralized data collection 
 

Recommended approach: 

∗ Consider using a SQL temporary database for data caching 

∗ If you must create large collection tasks, consider using multi-threaded collection. 

In this scenario you may have a large central SAN and you want to get a significant (e.g. 
TB) of storage scanned as quickly as possible.  Of course whatever method you choose, 
storing and updating data about millions of files is not a trivial exercise and, for larger 
systems, will always take some hours to complete.  However this can be automated to 
run out of hours, for example. 

For very large single collection tasks you may need to consider storing cache data in a 
SQL temporary database.  Normally this data is stored using SPACEWatch's internal 
database technology.  However this is limited in scalability and should not be used for 
scans of more than about 1.5 million files (equivalent to a temporary data file of 2GB).   

The amount of storage data that this equates to will vary with the average size on disk of 
those files, but a safe rule of thumb is to assume 200GB of data per 1 million files - so if 
your storage is 50% used this equates to 400GB of disk space. 

The SQL temporary database does not need to be on the same system as your main 
SQL space database - it could be on a database system local to SPACEWatch, e.g. using 
a local MySQL or SQL Server Express installation.   

When you select a SQL temporary database the settings you choose will persist via 
registry settings, so that they will also be used in any automated collection tasks that you 
schedule. 

Using multi-threaded collection 

SPACEWatch supports multi-threaded data collection.  This means that multiple Windows 
processes simultaneously scan your network for storage data.  By default SPACEWatch 
runs with a single data collection thread.  To increase this change the My 
Documents\SPACEWatch\swatch.ini setting: 
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[SpaceWatch] 

ScanThreads=5 

For v5.7.70 of SPACEWatch and earlier this setting can only be 1 or 5 - other settings will 
default to either 1 or 5 threads.   

For v5.7.71 and later you can specify any integer number between 1 and 10 and you will 
see that number of collection threads used if you look at Windows Task Manager 
"Processes" tab whilst running a collection. 

You need to tune your data collection to balance the number of threads with the capacity 
of your SPACEWatch system.  Too many threads will simply saturate the local PC or 
server, slowing down all the threads and reducing overall scan speed.  Too few threads 
and again you will not get maximum scan speed.   

When adjusting thread count you should also monitor the source system being scanned, 
as some systems (particularly Netware file systems, but also some NAS systems) can 
suffer from insufficient caching and large storage scans can noticeably affect their 
performance as file servers. 

The impact of advanced collection options 

Some advanced collection options can dramatically reduce collection speed.  For small 
collections this is not significant, but if your aim is to scan a large storage infrastructure as 
quickly as possible then you should not choose these unnecessarily.  They include: 

Checksums:  SPACEWatch will read the contents of all files that are likely to 
be duplicated, calculating a unique checksum for the data 
contents. 

Byte-wise comparison:  Similar to Checksums in impact. 

Product data:  On Netware systems reading product data such as application 
manufacturer and version details from application program files 
can exhibit a noticeable load on the Netware server.  This 
collection can be disabled via a swatch.ini setting. 

To disable product data capture on Netware file systems use this My 
Documents\SPACEWatch\swatch.ini setting: 

[SpaceWatch] 

ProductData=NO 

Scenario 3 - Large/Distributed data collection 

Recommended approach: 

∗ Consider using remote collection and local merging 

∗ Consider breaking up collection into multiple tasks, creating one remote 
SPACEWatch data file per task 

∗ If you must create large collection tasks, consider using multi-threaded collection 

∗ Merge remotely create data files as closely to the SQL Server installation as 
possible. 

In this scenario you may have a large SAN at more than one site, and you want to carry 
out consolidated analysis and reporting across all your storage.   If you have high 
bandwidth/low latency (less than 50mS) links between these sites, and the location of 
your SPACEWatch SQL Server installation, then consider adopting recommendations as 
for Scenario 2. 
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However, if you have low bandwidth and/or high latency (more than 200mS) links 
between these sites, and the location of your SPACEWatch SQL Server installation, then 
you may experience unreliability and/or performance degradation by adoption the 
Scenario 2 recommendations. 

In general, high latency network links have a higher impact on round trip transmission of 
data as compared with higher volumes of data.  Thus, whilst the volume of data 
transferred between SPACEWatch and your file systems may be high compared to those 
between SPACEWatch and SQL Server installation, the number of round trips is less. 

Thus in this scenario the objective is to maximize the network performance between 
SPACEWatch and SQL Server installation. 

The recommended approach is to collect and store data on each remote site, as close to 
the source filesystems as possible; then move this stored data as close to the SQL 
Server installation as possible prior to merging. 

To facilitate this process you can use SPACEWatch’s internal database format – and 
store collected data in SPACEWatch data files.  There is a limit of 2GB on the physical 
size of a SPACEWatch data file.  Thus you may need to break your data collection into 
multiple tasks – e.g. one drive/volume per SPACEWatch data file. 

Once collected, simply move the data file to the server that is hosting your SQL Server 
installation (or one on the same LAN, if this is not possible); then use SPACEWatch on 
that system to merge the data file into the SQL Server database. 

In this way you can merge multiple SPACEWatch data files into the same SQL Server 
database, resulting in a composite set of data for analysis and reporting. 

Automating large/distributed data collection 

To automate this scenario: 

• At each remote site: create automated collection tasks using the SPACEWatch 
Task Manager to create the SPACEWatch data files 

• At the central site: create script files to move the SPACEWatch data files to a 
central location; then run SPACEWatch to merge each data file into the SQL 
Server database. These scripts can be automated via the Windows Scheduler or 
Windows Task Manager. 
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